TRINITY LOSES ALUMNIDAY GAME

Newman and Leete Brilliant in Twirling.

Great Excitement at Last Game.

In the best and closest game of the season, the team lost to Amherst on the afternoon of alumni day. The pitchers of both teams twirled tight ball, granting but three hits each. Leete, the stellar slambam of Lord Jeff, and "Dick" Newman were brilliant in their hurling. The score of the game was 2 to 1 in favor of Amherst.

The reception was not confined to the game alone. A band played every time the trombonist got back his trumpet. "Brewster," '19, former football stars, directed the movies taken of the event. The reporters covering the game made over 1,000 copies, waved his white head and the big "B." 27; was scanning ground out the film. In the seventh inning the fans were astonished to behold the beamy body and several of the freaks of the midway dash across the field in a dugout. Unfortunately, this stunt did not bring victory to Trinity.

The summary and box score:

TRINITY
	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
	

AMHERST
	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Totals, 3 2 3 7 7

The corporation of the college, at its meeting held in the Williams-Memorial Building last night, voted an increase in the salaries of the faculty to the maximum of $5,000 a year.

The corporation of the college, at its meeting held in the Williams-Memorial Building last night, voted an increase in the salaries of the faculty to the maximum of $5,000 a year. This new salary scale was arrived at in a joint meeting of the faculty and the executive committee of the trustees at a previous meeting. Changes were made in the present scale, according to the length of service and the professorship of the individual. This raises the salary of the faculty to $10,000,000 a year.

Three appointments were made at the faculty, Arthur P. R. Waldman, '17, to the position of assistant professor of physics, W. L. Lecasse, of Wesleyan University, to the position of assistant professor of chemistry, and Morris, '63, to the position of assistant professor of mathematics.
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CLASS DAY.

Trinity’s centennial celebration opened with a formal class day exercises that are well known to all Trinity men. Class Day is one of the oldest traditions of the college, and the large number of alumni who witnessed the exercises this summer saw little change in the form which was used during the first ten years of its existence. The present form is but one of the many which bind all Trinity men together and it is to be hoped that such traditions will never be abandoned.

They journey willingly to pay their congratulations upon action in making Robert C. Buell an honorary member of the class and upon the long-sustained president of the annual class day exercises. A better choice could not have been made by Trinity men. Address, Mr. Buell has lived on Vernon Street opposite the college for the past eight years during that whole time he has been a true friend of the college. Last winter Mr. Buell was appointed chair- man of the committee in charge of the Class Day exercises of the Franklin Club. This was but one of the many innumerable services he has rendered to the college. Mr. Buell has always been and will always continue to be honored, admired, loved and respected by Trinity men. The college is indeed fortunate to possess in him such a man.

Class Day marked the last meeting of each class as an undergraduate with a prevailing spirit of good fellowship.

As you look ahead, the day is long and hard one, while the difficult battle of the street is just beginning. Your education has been started, and you have been given an excellent foundation for whatever you intend to do in the future. The rest is up to you. In bidding you farewell from the supposedly strenuous undergraduate life to which you have been accustomed you wish luck and all the success possible to the boy or girl next to you. The closing words of the class day ad- dress are especially worth remembering, "seek ever after knowledge, and give all your loyalty to Trinity."

TRINITY.

Standing upon a hill she sees By a long and winding track, beyond her campus and her trees, Her scattered children wandering far and near.

And, at the vision of her there, We might all claim her as our own As long, absent, gone where His college mother waits for him.

From many a hard fought field they come springing back.

From many a calm or storm tossed ship.

While every memory’s muffled drum Beats for the ones who’ll come no more.

From near at hand and far away, With souls in which youth springs anew,

CENTENNIAL DINNER.

(toasted from page 1.)

"Our Alma Mater," He said, in part.

"One hundred years is not so long, after all. Although the fact that our memorial tablet will be unveiled on Monday by the great-great-great-grandson of Bishop Brownell removes us by six generations from our illustrious founder, still it was only the other day that a faithful friend of the college and former trustee, Dr. Francis Goodwin, said to me, 'I am glad to have known you, because that means that I have known personally every one of the twelve presidents of Trinity College.' We also note, with interest and pride, that the services of "Professor Jim," our first janitor, overlapped that of Bill Duffy of our present force. It is a pathetic commentary upon the wear and tear of respective branches of our adminis-

"Trinity College starts its second century under favorable auspices. In these days the small college is coming in its own. In every division of the academic world is there found recognition of the value of the small college in American education. With the increased financial resources, we may want to enlarge our plant and faculty somewhat, to add perhaps 100 students to our present capacity, but let us continue to stand for quality, not quantity production, in education. I paraphrase Webster: 'Trin-

"So, Alma Mater, here we give our loyalty to you. We strive to teach you how to live. To use our boys and make men of them. Once more into our hearts there steals The dreams we dreamed there as your knees: Help us to reach the high ideals you set for us.

"Finally, we treasure our religious not only honorable and exclusive, but use in their own time. The trad-

"Our alumni will serve to strengthen our faith that Trinity will continue to serve our country through the Almighty One whose sacred name she bears.

"At this time, therefore, we look forward to the future with confidence, because we know that the traditions of the past have equipped our college to be of the greatest service in those troubled days. We are glad we are a small college. We are proud of our faithful adherence to what is best in education and we rejoice in our Church beliefs. We espouse the convic-

"Our centennial will serve to strengthen our faith that Trinity will continue to serve our country through the Almighty One whose sacred name she bears."
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New CLOTHES FOR THE COLLEGE MAN

THE TRIPOD keys, which are awarded members of the board of the weekly, are as follows: Cunningham, 24, and Thomas, 24. Cunningham served as managing editor during the past year and the circulation manager.

For football: Brill, Kennedy, Hartt, O'Connor, Miller, Wilson, Noble, Finch, Montgomery and Anderson, and Manager Genex.

For baseball: Norman, Shields, Blais, Newsholme, Cronin, Ort- gies, Jones, and Manager Cunningham.

For basketball: Canner, Montgomery, Kesting, Mohakens, Ortgies and Manager Mitchell.

For track: Allen, Johnson, Jepson, Birch, O'Connor and Manager Niese.

For tennis: Ortgies and Manager Stater.

The following men were awarded athletic association letters: McBur- nes to have gossied with and almost every man has many of them who have come here, remained four years and then graduated. Since this time we have been away, many have been unable to get away with my graduation—I am beginning to feel, with apologies to Tennyson, like his brook.

BUEL'S SPEECH.
The numerals of this class of 1923 are particularly significant to me. Two of the reasons why they carry weight with me I will mention. One, a third one later.

The first is that twenty-three years from now, you will note your class numerals Mr. President, I moved onto Vernon Street and commenced my college career. Since that time I have gossied with and almost every man has many of them who have come here, remained four years and then graduated. Since this time we have been away, many have been unable to get away with my graduation—I am beginning to feel, with apologies to Tennyson, like his brook.
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